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The EU can, and should, work towards a gender responsive climate policy in three main areas: 
 In the international climate negotiations; 
 In the development and cooperation; 
 At home. 

 
In the UNFCCC process, some Member States play a leading role, through, for example, supporting the 
participation of women in the negotiations and seeking to include gender language into negotiation 
texts. However, individual Member States’ initiatives have less importance in the negotiation process, 
as the European Union has agreed to speak with one voice. It is therefore vital that EU negotiators 
adopt a more proactive role both for more ambitious commitments in general, and for a gender 
responsive climate policy in particular. 
 
This includes increasing the participation of women in climate change related debates and calling for 
compliance with existing women’s human rights legislation, as well as gender-mainstreaming in all 
UNFCCC processes. Gender is relevant for all key issues currently negotiated, including mitigation, 
adaptation, finance, technology, and capacity building.  
 
As for EuropeAid, there is a gender policy in place. At various levels, there is also some awareness of 
the gender aspects of climate change in developing countries and of the need to mainstream gender. 
However, it would be important to tackle the persisting implementation gap, and it would be useful to 
have a closer look at the link of gender and climate change, and make efforts towards cross-
mainstreaming.  
 
As for action at home, as a first step, more awareness of the gender dimension of the causes of 
climate change, its impacts, and of the policies to respond to climate change is needed. Gender 
considerations should play a role in EU regulation on climate change and relevant sector policies.  
Moreover, EU funding, in particular for research and for actions in the energy and transport sectors 
should take gender criteria into consideration. Gender responsive climate policy requires also 
appropriate institutional settings, for instance, within the Commission, enhanced interaction between 
Climate Action, Energy, Transport on the one side and Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion on the 
other, and between ENVI, ITRE, TRAN and FEMM in the Parliament.  
 
Climate policy needs to overcome gender blindness, and also gender amnesia. Gender responsive policy 
should go beyond “gender language”, it is also about the substance, for instance which solutions and 
policy instruments are preferred. It should include a broader, human-rights based approach and 
address societal structures and patterns that perpetuate injustices. 
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